Abstract. We investigate the dynamics of fluorescently labeled linear macromolecules and spherical particles being enclosed in semidilute polymer matrixes. The experiments were designed such that the transition from a semidilute solution to a permanent network could be covered. This was achieved by employing a matrix polymer, polyacrylamide, carrying pendent dimethylmaleimide groups. Stepwise irradiation of such samples in presence of a triplet sensitizer causes successive dimerization of the maleimides leading to progressive crosslinldng. Mobilities of tracers enclosed in these systems were estimated by fluorescence recovery after photobleaching. Parameters varied were the concentration of matrix polymer (20-80 g-L"') as well as the molar masses (200,000-1,300,000 g-moh') and particle radii (17 and 36 nm) of the labeled probes. The results show notable differences between the behavior of linear and spherical tracers: while the mobility of flexible linear chains remains nearly unaffected by the transition from a semidilute polymer solution into a chemically crosslinked network, rigid spheres get completely immobilized when the degree of crosslinking exceeds a certain threshold.
INTRODUCTION
The comprehensive understanding of dynamic processes in semidilute or concentrated polymer solutions and in chemically crosslinked gels is a central problem in polymer science, having attracted a vast amount of experimental and theoretical work. For concentrated solutions or melts, the reptation model introduced by de Gennes [1] and Doi & Edwards [2] has led to significant progress. By contrast, a fundamentally different approach to describe dynamic processes in polymer systems was introduced by Phillies, who suggested a universal scaling equation to describe the diffusion of various types of probes such as globular particles, linear chains, or star-shaped polymers in macromolecular mattixes over the entire concentration range from dilute to concentrated solution [3] . Despite numerous experimental studies, however, a clear distinction against or in favor of one of the models of polymer motion has not been achieved.
In the present work, we study the diffusion of tracers in polymer matrixes while the matrix is being gradually crosslinked. By investigating the influence of the sol-gel ttansition and of the rising crosslink density on tracer mobility, an additional new aspect is introduced that may be looked upon in view of different theoretical models. We make use of a highly selective [2+2] photoaddition reaction to achieve progressive crosslinking of suitably functionalized polymer chains. That way we can start from a semidilute solution which contains the ttacer molecules or tracer particles. After measuring the diffusion coefficient of the ttacers in solution, the system is irradiated to attain a certain conversion of the crosslinking reaction. The conversion is then determined by UV specttoscopy, and subsequently another measurement of the diffusion coefficient is performed. By separate dynamic mechanical measurements, the sol-gel transition is indicated and the rising crosslink density of the matrix is quantified. The sequence of irradiation, characterization, and measurement steps is repeated until complete conversion of the photoreaction is achieved.
Tracers are on the one hand linear polyacrylamides (PAAm) which carry few rhodamine B dye labels [4] . By keeping the degree of labeling small (0.1 mol-%), we ensure that tracer molecules and mattix molecules are essentially identical. On the other hand, dye-labeled polystyrene nanospheres having particle radii similar to the dilute-state hydrodynamic radii of the linear tracers are employed. The mattix polymer is a PAAm copolymer containing about 1.5 mol-% repeat units carrying dimethylmaleimide (DMMI) groups. Then, irradiation of an aqueous solution with light of wavelength 382 nm (absorption maximum of thioxanthone, which is used as ttiplet sensitizer) induces dimerization of the DMMI moieties and leads to crosslinking of the functionalized PAAm chains [5] . To measure the tracer diffusion coefficients, we use fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP). Parameters varied besides the gradual increase of the degree of crosslinking are the concentration of matrix polymer (20-80 g-L"') and the molecular weights (200,000-1,300,000 g-moF^) or hydrodynamic radii (17 and 36 nm) of the linear or spherical tracers. FRAP measurements were performed on a confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) and evaluated according to a procedure developed recently [6, 7] .
From the FRAP analysis we obtained the distribution of diffusion coefficients [7] . When linear tracers were employed, there were no or just small changes upon crosslinking of the matrix: at low matrix concentrations and/or tracer molecular weights, there was just some scatter around a mean value and some variation of the width of the distribution. On the other hand, corresponding measurements on samples with higher matrix concentration and/or tracer molecular weights showed a slight decrease of the average diffusion coefficient upon proceeding gelation.
By contrast, experiments on samples containing spherical tracers showed a fundamentally different behavior: Prior to crosslinking, D-distributions were solely composed of a well-defined sharp peak in the mobile region, appearing at markedly lower values of D than the corresponding broader ones observed on samples containing linear tracers. Moreover, the dependence of the diffusion coefficient on the concentration of the uncrosslinked matrix was notably stronger for spherical tracers than for linear tracers. With beginning gelation, the amount of mobile spheres is diminished and more and more tracer particles become immobilized, until at a certain threshold of crosslinking there is an abrupt change and all tracers get trapped. As long as mobile tracers could be detected, their mobility seemed to decrease slightly with increasing degree of crosslinking.
In Fig. la , the results of various sets of experiments are compared in a systematic way by plotting the mean diffusion coefficients over the degree of crosslinking of a matrix of concentration 40 g-L ^ For the linear tracers having the lower molar masses (uppermost curves), D does not change at all when the matrix is chemically crosslinked, while for the linear tracers with higher molar masses there seems to be a slight but perceptible decrease of D when the crosslinking reaction goes to completion. In any case, however, the molar mass of the tracer molecules has a bigger impact on their diffusion coefficients than the fact that the matrix is or is not crosslinked. On the other hand, the spherical tracers (filled symbols) are only mobile up to a certain extent of crosslinking, which can be calculated to mirror that particular situation where the mesh size of the chemical network equals the size of the spheres being immobilized.
Concentration and Molecular Weight Dependence of the Diffusivity in Semidilute Solution
In Fig. lb , the diffusion coefficients of the four different linear tracers determined in uncrosslinked matrixes are plotted as a function of matrix concentration in order to compare the experimental results with theoretical predictions. Also included are the data in dilute (matrix-free) solution.
Dotted lines represent a comparison of the course of the diffusion coefficients of the linear tracers over matrix concentration with Phillies' formula [3] . The fit curves show reasonable agreement with the experimental data, although the curvature in the semidilute regime seems to be too strong. On the other hand, the full straight lines represent the scaling behavior in the semidilute regime. They are drawn with a common slope of-1.10 as a result of a combined fit.
This value lies between the predicted values for unentangled (-0.5) and entangled (-1.75) solutions in a good solvent. One may thus argue that the solutions investigated exhibit a gradual change between the two regimes in the concentration range inspected because of the broad molar mass distribution of the PAAm employed.
Also indicated in Fig. lb are the exponents obtained when molar mass dependencies were analyzed. In the semidilute regime, they are in the range 0.84-1.02. This is in close agreement with scaling predictions for the unentangled semidilute state.
CONCLUSIONS
The investigation of the diffusion of mesoscopic probes in semidilute uncrosslinked and crosslinked polymer systems has revealed the following observations:
1. In semidilute polymer solutions, the diffusion coefficient of hard spheres is markedly smaller than that of flexible linear macromolecules having a similar coil size in terms of radius of gyration. 2. Crosslinking of the semidilute matrix has only a minor influence on the diffusion of linear tracers or no effect at all, while the spherical tracers get completely immobilized when the degree of crosslinking exceeds the particular threshold where the mesh size becomes comparable to the size of the probes. 3. (The concentration dependence of the diffusion coefficient in solution is much stronger for spheres than for flexible linear chains; details not shown here, q.v., [8] .) In view of these observations, one has to conclude that the rate-determining mechanism of diffusion processes is fundamentally different for the two kinds of probes. The mobility of hard spheres is solely controlled by the structure and dynamics of the surrounding matrix, while for linear macromolecules, the internal flexibility and dynamics of the probes have a major, decisive influence. This statement is well accepted for concentrated solutions or polymer melts, where the motions of linear chains occur via the reptation mechanism. Our experiments, however, cover the semidilute regime with polymer concentration being only 4-16 times higher than the overlap concentration (cf. ref [8] for details), which is commonly assumed just to be the onset of entanglement effects. The exponents found for the molar mass dependence of the diffusion coefficient and for its concentration dependence also seem to indicate that the systems studied are below the entanglement concentration. Nevertheless, the observation that the diffusion coefficient of linear chains is practically the same in uncrosslinked and crosslinked matrixes, where the hydrodynamic radius of the probe molecules is substantially larger than the mesh size, points to the fact that the translational mobility of the chains is governed by their intramolecular mobility. In order to enable the molecules to move through the permanent meshes, a mechanism somehow similar to reptation needs to be envisaged.
